Abstract-Kramer's nonlinear principal components analysis (NLPCA) neural networks are feedforward autoassociative networks with five layers. The third layer has fewer nodes than the input or output layers. This paper proposes a geometric interpretation for Kramer's method by showing that NLPCA fits a lower-dimensional curve or surface through the training data. The first three layers project observations onto the curve or surface giving scores. The last three layers define the curve or surface. The first three layers are a continuous function, which we show has several implications: NLPCA "projections" are suboptimal producing larger approximation error, NLPCA is unable to model curves and surfaces that intersect themselves, and NLPCA cannot parameterize curves with parameterizations having discontinuous jumps. We establish results on the identification of score values and discuss their implications on interpreting score values. We discuss the relationship between NLPCA and principal curves and surfaces, another nonlinear feature extraction method.
I. INTRODUCTION
K RAMER'S nonlinear principal components analysis (NLPCA) [15] is a generalization of PCA. It uses fivelayer autoassociative neural networks with a bottleneck layer of nodes (e.g., Fig. 1 ) to reduce the dimension of the input variables. The second and fourth layers of the network have sigmoidal activation functions, so layers 1, 2, and 3 and layers 3, 4, and 5 model nonlinear functions. The third layer has fewer nodes than the first or fifth. The values of the output nodes in layer 5 are trained to approximate the inputs. After the network has been trained, the bottleneck node activation values in layer 3 give a lower dimensional representation of the inputs.
Kramer's NLPCA and related methods have been successfully applied to many different problems. For example, [5] shows how Kramer's NLPCA can be applied to image compression problems. Reference [24] shows how a different version of NLPCA can be used for another data compression problem. Reference [6] shows how another version of NLPCA can be used to construct control charts. Reference [11] shows how another NLPCA method can be used to estimate the path of a particle in a particle accelerator. Reference [3] shows how to determine the fraction of oil in a multiphase Manuscript received September 23, 1996 ; revised April 30, 1997 and September 4, 1997. The computing equipment used for the empirical results presented in this paper was funded in part by NSF Grant DMS-9505799.
The author is with Northwestern University, Evanston, IL 60208-2001 USA. Publisher Item Identifier S 1045-9227(98)01049-2. pipeline carrying a mixture of oil, water, and gas. Reference [7] shows how Kramer's NLPCA can be used to analyze neuronal spike data. These examples suggest that there are important applications of NLPCA in many different fields and that it is a useful generalization of PCA. But little is known about the properties of the NLPCA estimates. The current understanding of NLPCA is that data are processed by a three-layer neural network giving scores, which in turn are processed by another neural network returning estimates of the inputs. But what exactly do each of these networks do to the data? Some of the fundamental questions concerning feature extraction methods, for example model identification, are unanswered for NLPCA.
The relationships between NLPCA and other methods that seem to be closely related are not understood. The purpose of this paper is to fill some of these gaps in our understanding of Kramer's NLPCA.
II. TWO NONLINEAR FEATURE EXTRACTION METHODS
PCA is one of the staples of every data analyst's toolkit. It allows the analyst to reduce a large number of correlated variables to a more manageable set of variables called features. One limitation of PCA is that it does not model nonlinear relationships among variables efficiently. Several generalizations of PCA have been proposed to address this limitation. This section gives a brief summary of PCA and shows how it has been extended to model nonlinear relationships more efficiently by discussing two methods, principal curves and surfaces (PCS) and Kramer's NLPCA. The properties of the PCS method are well understood. We show that Kramer's NLPCA is closely related to PCS and that our understanding of PCS also applies to Kramer's NLPCA. We also show that there is one important difference between the two methods and develop the implications of this difference in the next section.
Let be an matrix that contains observations (subjects, cases, items, etc.) on variables (process variables, attributes, etc.). Denote the th row vector of by and the th column vector by . Without loss of generality, assume that the columns of are mean centered, i.e., where is an -vector of ones. The superficial dimension of the observations is , but there are often dependencies among the columns of , and the intrinsic dimension of the observations, labeled by , can be much smaller than . In these situations, one may want to extract a new set of variables called features that contain the same information as , but have the smaller intrinsic dimension. We shall call the values of these feature variables scores and denote them by matrix . The observations and scores are hypothesized to be related as follows:
is a vector of noise and is a continuous (usually nonlinear) function. The nonlinear feature extraction problem is to estimate and .
Linear PCA estimates and by finding the -dimensional hyperplane that has smaller mean square deviations from the inputs than any other -dimensional hyperplane (see, e.g., [19] ). Let the spectral decomposition of be , where is an orthogonal matrix whose column vectors are unit-length eigenvectors and is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements, , are eigenvalues. The estimates of are (2) where contains the first eigenvectors. Function is the linear transformation . For PCA, (1) becomes
From linear algebra, the combination of (2) and (3) [ ] is the projection of onto the subspace spanned by columns of [19, Theorem A.10.1] . The score vector gives the -dimensional coordinates of this projection and the predicted value gives the -dimensional coordinates. Moreover, this subspace satisfies (4) where contains the basis vectors of a -dimensional subspace in . Many "nonlinear" generalizations of PCA have been proposed. Kramer's NLPCA, PC's [11] , and IT-networks [24] relax the assumption that function is linear. In this paper we will restrict attention to generalizations of this form, but PCA has been generalized in many other ways in, for example, [8] , [9] , [13] , [14] , and [21] . Also see [16, Section 10] for additional discussion and references on these other approaches.
We will now summarize some concepts concerning from differential geometry that will facilitate discussion later in the paper. Reference [22] also links some of these concepts to NLPCA methods. Function is called a (globally) parameterized -surface in . Vector describes the location of point relative to the parameterization of surface , just as in (2) gave the -dimensional coordinates of . When is unidimensional, surface is called a curve. For example, the unit circle, , is an example of a one-dimensional parameterized curve in with (5) and . The definition of a curve/surface is not unique and there are many different functions that define the same curve/surface. For example, the unit circle can also be defined by (6) where is a nonzero constant and . Curve defines the same curve as the original in (5), but with a different parameterization, i.e., . Curves are often parameterized by arc length, i.e., is the length along curve from to . Using calculus, the arc length of curve from to is given by
Curve is parameterized by arc length if and only if it has the unit-speed property defined by From differential geometry, every smooth curve can be parameterized by arc length. For example, any vector with unit length has the unit-speed property. The unit circle in (5) has unit speed, but the reparameterized unit circle in (6) does not. Every curve can be parameterized by arc length and this parameterization is unique to choice of origin and sign flips. This will be important for the discussion in Section IV. Defining parameterizations for higher dimensional surfaces is much more complicated. The unit-speed property can be generalized for surfaces in terms of areas and volumes, but these parameterizations are not unique. See [10] for further discussion.
A. Principal Curves and Surfaces
It turns out that the PCS [10] , [11] , [16] method, which was proposed independently of Kramer's NLPCA, is closely related to NLPCA. Much is known about the properties of PCS. The goal of this section is to present some of the key properties of PCS to facilitate discussion of Kramer's NLPCA in the next section.
PCA finds a unit-length vector satisfying the minimum distance property in (4) . PC extends PCA by fitting a unitspeed curve under a similar objective function. The lengths of the projections of onto PCA vector were given in (2); the PC method generalizes this expression by defining a projection index to map observations in to a point on curve that is closest to it
The projection index evaluated at gives the arc length along from some fixed origin to the point that is closest to . If there are several such points, by convention selects the one with the largest score value. To understand the results developed in subsequent sections, it is important to note that can be a discontinuous function. Points that can be projected to more than one point on the curve are called ambiguity points. Fig. 2 illustrates the role of . Curve has a parabolic shape, for example 1 (8) Observation is equally close to both branches of the parabola and the projections onto both sides are shown. The projection index selects the projection onto the right branch because its score value (the arc length from the origin, ) is greater, assuming that is parameterized so that increases with .
The PC method estimates under the following leastsquares objective function:
The composition of functions gives thedimensional coordinates of the projection of onto curve . The objective function is minimized with the PC algorithm, which alternates between estimating with fixed and estimating with fixed. When is defined to be 1 Note that this definition of a parabola does not have the unit-speed property. We make this simplification to clarify the discussion. 2 More formally, let X be a random vector defined on < p from continuous probability density with E(X) = 0. Reference [11] defines a PC of to be the set of curves that do not intersect themselves and are self-consistent, i.e.,
is the mean of all points in the support of that are projected on s. Under this definition of PC, [11] shows that a curve is a PC if and only if it satisfies the objective function in (9). linear, the PC algorithm is equivalent to the power method of extracting the dominant eigenvalue from , and therefore extracts the first principal component.
Two-dimensional (2-D) PS's were proposed in [10] and were later extended in [16] for higher dimensional surfaces. PS's extend PC's by fitting a surface that satisfies a minimum distance objective function similar to (9) . Finding a parameterization for a -dimensional surface is much more difficult than finding one for a curve. If is a curve and one assumes it is continuous, Result (3) discussed below shows that the parameterization is determined down to choice of origin and scaling; PC's are defined to have unit speed and the origin of a PC is defined to be one of the two endpoints of the data. But the indeterminacy is more problematic with surfaces due to other factors such as rotations. For example, consider parameterizing a hemisphere, . The usual spherical coordinates of vector lying on this sphere are , where is the angle made between the axis and the projection of onto the -plane (latitude) and is the angle between and the axis (longitude). The relationship between and is (10) There are many other ways of parameterizing this hemisphere. Alternatively, the hemisphere could be parameterized by projecting each onto the -plane and setting , i.e., . A third parameterization is to use stereographic projections. The stereographic projection of a point onto the -plane is given by the point of intersection between the -plane and the line passing through the "north pole" (0, 0, 1) and ; the stereographic projection of (0, 0, 1) onto theplane is undefined. Reference [16] uses the second approach. A problem with this approach is that surfaces that bend back on themselves such as a full sphere 3 cannot be parameterized this way. For example, a 3/4 sphere [ (10) with and ] cannot be parameterized in this way, but it could be parameterized with the spherical-coordinate or stereographic-projection approach. Reference [10, p. 81] uses stereographic projections to parameterize a full sphere. We revisit this discussion in Section III-B and show that the spherical coordinates for this hemisphere as defined in (10) cannot be used as a parameterization if the projection index is continuous.
B. Nonlinear Principal Components Analysis
NLPCA [15] was proposed independently of PC's and PS's and was motivated by a PCA implementation using feedforward neural networks. Before presenting the NLPCA method, we first sketch the neural-network implementation of PCA. Feedforward neural networks can be used to extract principal components with the architecture shown in Fig. 3 . The network has three layers, with nodes in the input and output layers and one node in the hidden layer. The activation functions are all linear, so the outputs are given by , where is a weight vector. Weights are estimated under the following least-squares objective function:
The network is called an autoassociative neural network because it is trained to reproduce its inputs. The hidden layer in an autoassociative network is also called a bottleneck layer because the -dimensional inputs must pass through the -dimensional bottleneck layer before reproducing the inputs. Data compression therefore occurs in the bottleneck layer. Note that this architecture estimates the PCA solution because it minimizes the same objective function as PCA (4) . Reference [1] develops some theoretical properties of this method.
NLPCA is a direct generalization of the neural-network implementation of PCA. A three-layer neural network with nonlinear activation functions in the hidden layer is a function of the form , where and are weights and is a sigmoidal-shaped function. These neural networks can represent any continuous function under weak assumptions [4] . NLPCA modifies the PCA networks by adding hidden layers with nonlinear activation functions between the input and bottleneck layers and between the bottleneck and output layers giving a network with a total of five layers. The network models a composition of functions. Fig. 1 shows an example of an NLPCA network. The five-layer NLPCA network has nodes in the input layer, nodes in the third (bottleneck) layer, and nodes in the output layer. The nodes in layers 2 and 4 must have nonlinear activation functions so that layers 1, 2, and 3 and layers 3, 4, and 5 can represent arbitrary smooth functions. The nodes in layers 3 and 5 usually have linear activation functions, although they could be nonlinear. Direct connections are allowed between layers 1 and 3 and between 3 and 5, but direct connections are not allowed to cross bottleneck layer 3. As with the PCA networks, data compression takes place because the -dimensional inputs must pass through the -dimensional bottleneck layer before reproducing the inputs. Once the network has been trained, the bottleneck node activation values give the scores.
We now define some notation that will facilitate the discussion of this method and its relationship to PCS's. Since threelayer neural networks with nonlinear activations functions are continuous functions, the subnetworks consisting of layers 1, 2, and 3 and layers 3, 4, and 5 are continuous functions. Let denote the function modeled by layers 1, 2, and 3 and let denote the function modeled by layers 3, 4, and 5. Using this notation, note that the weights in the autoassociative NLPCA network are determined under the following objective function:
. An important difference is that NLPCA defines to be continuous whereas the PC's projection index can be discontinuous. Section III discusses the effects of this difference. 4) The objective functions in (9) and (12) minimize the same expression. NLPCA minimizes the expression over functions and while PC's performs the minimization only over and "plugs in" an optimal . We conjecture that if the NLPCA could be discontinuous, the NLPCA solutions would be PC's. Furthermore, if a PC were unique (and were one-to-one), the PC and NLPCA composition of functions would be equal for almost every 4 ; the solutions would therefore differ only by their parameterizations. Similar analogies can be made between PS's and NLPCA with multiple bottleneck nodes.
III. THE EFFECTS OF A CONTINUOUS PROJECTION INDEX
In the previous section we showed that there is one important difference between Kramer's NLPCA and PCS-Kramer's NLPCA models the projection index with a continuous function and PCS allows the projection index to be discontinuous. In this section we show that imposing a continuity constraint on the projection index has several undesirable consequences. The discussion focuses on the following two results, which are proved in the Appendix.
Result 1: Let be a projection-index curve pair with defined in (7) and defined on having at least one ambiguity point . Then is discontinuous. Result 2: Let be a projection-index curve pair with defined in (7) and defined on with for some (i.e., intersects itself). Then is discontinuous.
The contrapositives of these results have important consequences for Kramer's NLPCA. Because Kramer's method models the projection index with a feedforward neural network, which is a continuous function, the conditions of these results cannot be true.
We illustrate these consequences on some mathematical data designed to show where Kramer's NLPCA breaks down. All neural networks were fitted with the neural-network simulator written by the author, 5 which trains neural networks with the LBFGS [17] nonlinear optimization routine. Each neural network was fitted with one, two, four, and eight hidden nodes and the results in each case were compared across architectures to ensure consistency. Logistic functions scaled to have range ( 1, 1) were used for hidden-node activation functions and linear activations were used for output nodes. All PCS models were fitted with Hastie's S implementation of PC's, 6 using smoothing splines [12] to model the curves that do not intersect themselves and LOESS [12] to model curves that do intersect themselves.
A. Suboptimal "Projections"
This section discusses the implications of Result 1. Defining to be continuous (for all values in ) causes suboptimal 5 Software available from http://skew2.kellogg.nwu.edu/˜ecm. 6 Available from research.att.com.
"projections" for certain values when the curve has ambiguity points. A "projection" is suboptimal when an is mapped to a point on the curve other than the point that is closest to it [the " " part of (7)]. To understand the reason for this, consider the following example. Suppose we are estimating the parabola given in (8) and shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b) . The set of points and (the axis of symmetry) are the ambiguity points of this curve because there is more than one point on the parabola that is closest to each one of them. If we approach an ambiguity point in the direction of a normal through the curve, an optimal must be discontinuous when we cross the ambiguity point. The plots in Fig. 4 show normals drawn through the points (0.5, 0.25) and ( 0.5, 0.25) that intersect at ambiguity point (0, 0.75). An optimal would project 7 each point on the normals to either (0.5, 0.25) or ( 0.5, 0.25). The lines in Fig. 4 show where the model projects points along the normals. Fig. 4(a) shows the fit to noiseless data. NLPCA models the curve almost perfectly (training FVU 8 ), but if we extrapolate, examining the projections of points that do not lie on the parabola, we observe that the projections are incorrect. Instead of mapping the points along the normals to the correct point, (0.5, 0.25), NLPCA maps them to the point on the curve with roughly the same coordinate. The approximation is different when noise is added to the data [ Fig. 4(b) ]. The training FVU was 0.0775 for this network. The projections are good for points below the parabola ( such that ) and for other points that are fairly close to the curve. As we approach an ambiguity point, however, the plot shows a suboptimal "fanning behavior" culminating with the ambiguity point projected (suboptimally) around (0, 0). The reason for the fanning behavior is that NLPCA must avoid being discontinuous at the ambiguity point. Fig. 5 shows the PC fit of the parabola from noisy data. Function is clearly discontinuous and the projections are close to (0.5, 0.25) and ( 0.5, 0.25). In both cases NLPCA gives a reasonably good estimate of for the training data, but the estimate breaks down when we try to extrapolate.
B. Reduced Class of Curves and Parameterizations
This section discusses the implications of Result 2. Modeling the projection index with a continuous function has two additional implications: 1) curves and surfaces that intersect themselves cannot be approximated 9 and 2) certain, possibly desirable, parameterizations of surfaces are impossible. The reason for this can be easily understood through an example. A circle in intersects itself and can be described by the polar coordinates in (5) . When is defined to be continuous, a small change in values must result in a small change in values. This is clearly not the case around the point (1, 0), where jumps from to 0. Asking NLPCA to do something it cannot do, i.e., model a curve that intersects itself, can produce some strange results, 7 More precisely, as illustrated in Fig. 6(a) . We generated 100 equally spaced values in the interval and their corresponding 100 points along the perimeter of a circle using (5) . We fitted an NLPCA model and then evaluated the model on a crossvalidation grid of points in to understand the NLPCA solution. To insure thorough training, We trained the network for 6000 iterations and the resulting FVU was 0.0097. Because the data were noiseless, one would have expected FVU . The curve in Fig. 6(a) is the NLPCA approximation and shows that NLPCA does a good job of extracting a circle, except around , where the ends of the curve seem to repel each other. Most of the training FVU (0.0097) results from the poor fit around
. The "projections" on the cross-validation grid are bad, particularly in the first quadrant, where becomes highly nonlinear and sprays its "projections" around the entire perimeter of the circle. The "projections" are particularly bad along the positive part of line , where the "projections" extend off the plot. An optimal would project all the points in the first quadrant to points on the circle in the first quadrant, but these "projections" are clearly suboptimal. Fig. 6(b) shows the PC fit. The estimate is nearly perfect and almost all the projections are in the right place. One exception to this is the point , which is mapped to the right of . Similarly, parameterizations that have discontinuous jumps cannot be used when the projection index is continuous. For example, if the projection index is continuous, the hemisphere discussed in Section II-A could not be parameterized by the spherical coordinates as specified in (10) because, like the circle example above, must jump from to zero. Spherical coordinates could be used to parameterize a hemisphere by exchanging the and coordinates, i.e., , .
IV. SCORE INTERPRETATIONS
Nonlinear feature extraction methods require solving a leastsquares optimization problem. Whenever there is a unique minimum to this problem, the fitted values, , will be unique (except possibly at ambiguity points). But the score values, , are not unique because there are as many different sets of score values as there are different parameterizations of the curve or surface; for example, recall the two parameterizations of a unit circle given in (5) and (6) . This score indeterminacy raises an important question for applications where the score values are interpreted or used to make decisions: would the decision or interpretation change if the curve or surface were parameterized differently? This question is particularly important since the parameterizations resulting from Kramer's NLPCA depend on the starting values and the choice of nonlinear optimization method.
There are many applications of nonlinear feature extraction methods where the score values are interpreted. One application we will call latent variables. Suppose that are measurements of some variable . Each measurement, , is known to be related to by some continuous function, but each is subject to error as in (1) . The function and latent variable values can be estimated with a suitable feature extraction method. Latent variable problems are common in the physical, social, and engineering sciences. Reference [2] gives a thorough account of the theory of linear latent variable models for continuous and discrete data. A second application is data visualization. When the dimension of the predictor variables is large (usually ), it is difficult to visualize the data graphically. Plots of the data projected onto lower dimensional subspaces can reveal important aspects of the data. A third application is control charts. Many variables are commonly monitored during the fabrication of a product. The goal is to use these data to determine if the fabrication process is operating normally (in control) or if something is wrong (out of control). It is often difficult to distinguish between in-control and out-of-control states when is large. Reference [6] demonstrates that the score values from a nonlinear feature extraction method can be plotted on a control chart to detect out-of-control conditions. Not all applications of nonlinear feature extraction methods require interpreting scores. One application is data/image compression. The intrinsic dimension of the data can be substantially less than the superficial dimension. In this case the score values provide a compressed version of the original data. Note that the score values are not interpreted or used to make any decisions. Reference [24, Ex. 4] ) and found dimensional representations of the images. A second application is noise reduction. When the observed variables are noisy, using the fitted values can reduce the noise. The distinction between noise reduction and latent variable applications is that in the former the fitted values are used while in the latter the scores are used. A third application is curve estimation. The nonlinear feature extraction methods (with a discontinuous projection index) fit a curve passing through the middle of a set of data points. Reference [11] uses PC's to determine the path of particles in a collider chamber.
The following result partially resolves the parameterization question. The result shows that any two parameterizations of a curve or surface satisfying the least-squares objection function in (12) can be related by a homeomorphism. 10 We prove the result in the Appendix.
Result 3: Let be a projection index-surface pair minimizing the least-squares objective function (12) and suppose is a homeomorphism. Let be a second projection index-surface pair with for all and a homeomorphism. Then there exists homeomorphism with for all .
The result makes several assumptions that may seem restrictive. The assumption that curve or surface is a homeomorphism is equivalent to assuming the curve or surface does not intersect itself, e.g., there are no "loops." The assumption that for all has two implications: 1) that and trace the same curve and 2) that the respective projection indexes map ambiguity points to the same points on the curve. Thus the result does not apply to curves distinct from that also satisfy the least-squares objective function, e.g., problems where there are multiple minima to the objective function.
The implications of this theorem are different for curves and surfaces and will be discussed separately. In the case of curves, the score values are a vector and the order of the elements of a vector is preserved under homeomorphic transformations, i.e., if is a score vector and is a homeomorphic transformation, then implies either or , . As a result, score values must be treated as ordinal data and cannot be treated as continuous data, i.e., the magnitude of a difference between two score values is not interpretable but their order is. Note that this level of identification is sufficient for the control-chart applications mentioned above.
Surfaces are much more problematic because the orientation of a set of points can be greatly distorted by a homeomorphic transformation. Basic properties such as convexity are not preserved under such transformations. Consider the following hypothetical quality control example. Suppose that a large number of process variable ( large) are monitored and that the -dimensional observations lie on a two-dimensional surface, i.e., the intrinsic dimension of the process variables is . Plotting the two-dimensional score vectors on a plane as shown in Fig. 7 (a) reveals that points where the process is "in control" (solid points) lie within a circular region while an "out-ofcontrol" point (plotted as ) lies outside the region. One might establish the following procedure: judge the process to be "in control" when the score value falls within the circular region and "out of control" otherwise. The problem with this procedure is that the circular "in-control" region resulted from the choice of starting values and training method. If the surface had been extracted with different starting values or a different training method, the parameterization of the surface and thus the score values would most likely be different, possibly yielding an "in-control" region with a shape other than circular.
We now show how the shape of the in-control region could be distorted. Suppose that the surface extracted by the simultaneous method is parameterized by polar coordinates, . Result 3 guarantees that the score values from any other solution can be related to the current score values with a homeomorphic (continuous and one-to-one) transformation. Consider the homeomorphic transformation which transforms the circular boundary to the heart-shaped boundary shown in Fig. 7(b) . The expression is the derivative of the logistic function and has a shape similar to the Gaussian distribution. Points near are moved closer to the origin while the locations of all other points are nearly unchanged. The transformation is continuous and one-to-one. After the transformation, it is not so clear that the out-of-control point ( ) lies outside the normal operating range.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has examined Kramer's NLPCA. It has established a geometric interpretation of it that deepens our understanding of the method. NLPCA projects observations onto a lower dimensional curve or surface. The first three layers of the network define the projection index, which gives the score value of the point closest to the input. The last three layers define the curve or surface. Kramer's NLPCA, unlike other methods that solve the nonlinear feature extraction problem, constrains the projection index to be a continuous function. This constraint has three undesirable consequences: 1) the projections of points will be incorrect, particularly when the fitted solution is used to extrapolate or when there are training values close to ambiguity points; 2) Kramer's NLPCA cannot model curves or surfaces that intersect themselves, e.g., circles; and 3) NLPCA cannot model parameterizations that have discontinuous jumps. These three conditions may or may not be present practical problems. But these conditions-particularly the effects of ambiguity points-are not easily detected. We therefore recommend avoiding nonlinear PCA methods that model the projection index with a continuous function. Instead, the practitioner should use one of the other NLPCA methods that do not impose this constraint such as PC's or IT-networks. This paper also shows that any two parameterizations of a surface can be related by a homeomorphic transformation. Under this level of identification, the order of the score variable values for curves are preserved, but the score values for surfaces can change greatly, possibly leading to different
interpretations. An important area of future research for applications where scores are interpreted is defining and finding useful parameterizations for surfaces. This question has been examined thoroughly in the case of PCA and factor analysis. After deciding on the dimension of the subspace for a given problem, i.e., picking , and extracting a set of basis vectors spanning the subspace, analysts often select an alternative set of basis vectors for the subspace that has certain properties to make it more interpretable than the original basis vectors resulting from the PCA or factor analysis estimation. This change of basis is sometimes called a rotation. See [19, Section 9.6] or [2] for further discussion. Before the surface-score values can be interpreted, similar work must be done for the nonlinear feature extraction methods. To show that is a homeomorphism, one must show that is one-to-one and continuous. We first show that is one-toone. Suppose were not one-to-one. Then either 1) function exists but is not one-to-one or 2) function does not exist. First assume 1). Since is a function, there exists a unique with ; since and and are one-to-one, , . Since is not one-to-one with , for some S . Let and . Since is 1-1, . But
APPENDIX PROOF OF RESULTS

Proof
This is a contradiction. Therefore the statement is true in case 1). Now assume 2). Since function does not exist, and with but . Since and are one-to-one, and . But (14) This is also a contradiction. Therefore is one-to-one. Proving continuous is straightforward and follows from the definition of continuous.
